
Hinduism Project_  
Main goal: Students will represent a variety of aspects of the lives of three Hindus. 
The bigger the picture you give of their lives, the better. This is not an easy A. 
Three main areas will be judged. They will be 1) explanation of ideas (50%), 2) originality and insightfulness 
of work (25%) and 3) quality of work (25%). Your work will be examined and graded along a continuum in 
terms of these categories. 

 

Due Monday, September 19. Extra credit if turned in by Friday, September 16. 

 

Explanation of ideas 
Full credit work will be stellar 
Your work represents the full scope of life of three different Hindus. The Hindus you chose are not three 
people that are the same, they are three different people. Your representation may be of them for just a 
slice of time, but it captures a variety of aspects about their life at that time. You use religious terminology in 
a way that demonstrates you know what it means. Your work could be used to teach others about 
Hinduism. You include details or information that we did not cover in class.  

You may choose how you represent the three Hindus in your project, but you must be able to post or link to 
your work from your blog. 

 

Originality and insightfulness work 
Full credit work will be stellar. 

1. Finished product demonstrates originality and insightfulness. It is not something that you could 
easily google and find an answer for. Work demonstrates that you have given some thought to your 
topic instead of going for the “easy answer” to the “easy topic.” 

2. Work demonstrates diligence in analysis and understanding. The work shows that you look below 
the surface of your topic to find meaning that might not have been seen at first glance. 

3. You have chosen three Hindus that represent many aspects of Hinduism. 
4. Work is creative.  

 

Quality of work 
Full credit work will be stellar. 

1. Finished product demonstrates thoughtful, thorough work in terms of presentation. This does not look 
like something you could throw together in 10 minutes. I expect you to spend about 3-7 hours on this 
project, depending on your degree of current knowledge and how much of a perfectionist you are. 

2. Finished product demonstrates attention to detail in language including grammar, spelling, 
pronunciation, etc... Be a perfectionist! 



3. Finished product demonstrates an appropriate use of the medium.  For example, (turn page) 
 

 

o Do not use powerpoint (we are over powerpoint for student projects, aren’t we?) 
o If you are making a video, your sound is clear/you have subtitles. It is uploaded to youtube 

or teachertube, etc…. 
o If you use prezi or ahead, your material is organized well. 
o If you make an online comic strip, you do more than the minimum.  
o If you make a voicethread, your pictures are clear, your voice is clear, etc… 
o You get the point, right? 
o If you want to borrow my livescribe pen, please see me. I will loan it to you if you ask. 
o See the page called “Totally free online web tools for projects” 
o You turn in your work via your blog. Link to it or embed it (preferred). There is a reason for 

this. I am going to ask you to look at each other’s work.  

You may use your book as resource. I have also put some links on the blog for you. You may wish to use 
some of the books in my room also. 
 
If you consult any resources, it is important that you do not plagiarize. You should include a works cited 
page (and proper citations) if you consult anything other than your own notes. You may format any works 
cited page using easybib.com, using MLA 7. 

 

You may work with one other student from the class. Sorry, there is only one World Religion class this 
semester, so it has to be someone in the class.  
 

 


